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ABSTRACT: The origin and role of oscillatory features detected in recent femtosecond spectroscopy experiments of photosynthetic complexes remain elusive. A key hypothesis underneath these observations relies on electronic-vibrational resonance, where vibrational levels of an acceptor chromophore match the donor-acceptor electronic gap, accelerating the downhill energy transfer. Here we identify and detune such vibronic resonances using a high magnetic field that exclusively shifts molecular exciton states. We implemented ultrafast pump-probe spectroscopy into a specialized 25 Tesla magnetic field facility and studied the light-harvesting complex PC645 from a cryptophyte algae where strongly coupled chromophores form molecular exciton states. We detect a change in high-frequency coherent oscillations when the field is engaged. Quantum chemical calculations coupled with a vibronic model explain the experiment as a magnetic field-induced shift of the exciton states which in turn affects the electronicvibrational resonance between pigments within the protein. Our results demonstrate the delicate sensitivity of inter-pigment coherent oscillations of vibronic origin to electronic-vibrational resonance interactions in light harvesting complexes.
Reports of coherent beatings in complex systems continue to attract researchers because they suggest a mechanism for tuning photo-induced reactions, e.g. energy transfer, where possible implications have not previously been deeply considered 1 . Theoretical studies have now predicted that coherent oscillations observed in many ultrafast experiments on light-harvesting complexes [2] [3] [4] [5] are assigned to vibronic coherence-quantum mechanical excitation delocalization that depends on the nuclear coordinates of the light-harvesting chromophores [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . This means that the vibrational motion of the chromophores involved becomes correlated by electronic coupling, so the ladders of states of the chromophores do not independently absorb or emit energy. Thus, in many cases the long lived coherent oscillations observed in light-harvesting complexes (and charge separation 16 ) can be explained by exciton-vibration resonance.
Resonance effects are in general of significant importance in photo-induced chemical reactivity because they have pronounced functional consequences. For example, radiationless transitions (e.g. internal conversion) are dictated by the energy gap law, where resonantenhancement of the rate leads to its exponential dependence on the energy gap between the initial and final state 17 . "Flickering resonances" in bridge-mediated electron transfer along DNA strands are predicted to bring dynamically disordered intermediate states into electronic degeneracy, supporting band-like electron transport during a short transient resonance time 18 .
The significance of resonance enhancement in photochemistry calls for incisive experimental methods to measure electronic-vibrational resonances and clarify their implication in photosynthetic energy transfer. Recent studies employing two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy (2DES) suggested the presence suggested the presence of electronic-vibrational mixed coherences in various photosynthetic complexes 16, 20, 21 . However, an unequivocal identification of the vibronic coupling and its sensitivity to resonance conditions is a challenging task owing to the complex structure of 2DES signals. A suitable experiment should remove the resonance between the vibrational frequency and the electronic frequency difference between donor and acceptor chromophores and detect the concomitant intensity and energy redistribution initially caused by vibronic mixing. A possible way to remove the electronic resonance could be to exploit protein mutagenesis in such a way as to energetically shift the absorption origin of one chromophore 22 , however a less 'invasive' and controllable method is desirable.
Here we demonstrate how a strong external magnetic field can be used to detune vibronic resonance in the light harvesting complex PC645 isolated from the aquatic cryptophyte algae Chroomonas mesostigmatica (CCMP 269). The idea of using an external magnetic field to perturb electronic transitions rely on spin-orbit coupling. An external magnetic field interacts with a molecule through the electronic part of its wavefunction and has two primary effects on the observed energy levels: a spin splitting of electronic levels (Zeeman splitting) and a diamagnetic shift, an increase in energy of both of the spin-split levels with magnetic field. In a diamagnetic system such as PC645, small static magnetic fields negligibly perturb the molecular absorption spectrum. However, if the magnetic energy becomes comparable to the excitonic coupling (typically at magnetic fields of several Tesla), these fields start to affect the spatial distribution of the orbital electronic wavefunctions of electrons involved in the photoexcitation.
We also assume that the nuclear motion, and hence vibrational spectrum, of a molecule (that is not freely rotating) will not be perturbed by the magnetic field, since the magnetic moment generated by the atomic motion is negligible 23 . Thus, a high magnetic field can act as a noninvasive reagent for disentangling electronic/vibrational contributions to interchromophoric interactions.
Calculated magnetic field effect on PC645 light-harvesting complex
The Chroomonas PC645 light harvesting complex comprises four chromophore pairs ( fig. 1a ) which are responsible for the broad absorption in the yellow-orange part of the solar spectrum. These chromophores establish an efficient energy funnel from the core to the periphery of the complex 24 . A prominent pathway involved in the function of this protein is excitation of the highest energy band, at ~17000 cm -1 , of an exciton state where the energy is coherently delocalized across two dihydrobiliverdin (DBV) chromophores in the center of the light-harvesting complex 25 Table 1 , were used to calculate the shift of the electronic coupling induced by the magnetic field.
We applied a TDDFT method [26] [27] [28] (details in Section 1 of the Supplementary Information, SI), to calculate the effect of a strong magnetic field on the excitonic coupling of the PC645 DBV 6 dimer, ( fig. 1c ). We performed a series of calculations to predict the shift in the excitonic coupling at various magnetic field intensities, ranging from 0 T to 25 T (fig. S1). The calculated electronic excitation energies of the DBV monomer and dimer at 25 T are shown in figure 1d and summarized in Table 1 . Our calculations of the electronic coupling at zero field agree with previous quantumchemical calculations 29 . The predicted spectral shifts induced on the DBV dimer by the magnetic field, however, are too small to be detected by steady-state absorption measurements, given the complexity and disorder within the light-harvesting complex that contribute to the broad lineshapes observed.
Instead, we exploit femtosecond broadband pump-probe spectroscopy, which offers excellent sensitivity to quantum state splittings (vibrational or electronic) detected in the time domain and conveniently brought into the frequency domain by Fourier transformation.
Broadband Pump-Probe at 25 T
We utilized the Florida Split-Helix magnet 30 S4 ).
We rationalize the amplitude difference of the 1580 cm -1 oscillation in the protein as a consequence of an amplification mechanism that becomes active when the chromophores interact closely due to their spatial arrangement in the protein scaffold. This hypothesis has been recently described on the basis of 2DES studies on the PC645 complex 34 . It was proposed that the vibrational coherence experiences a coherent amplification through vibronic coupling between the energetically remote DBV and PCB chromophores, due to a resonance of the intramolecular PCB vibration with the electronic energy gap between the lower excitonic DVBstate and the excited PCB state 35 . The response of these oscillations to the magnetic field suggests that the shift of the excitonic DBVband could be affecting those coherences via changes in vibronic coupling to PCB.
Vibronic Model
We In order to compare our experimental trend with simulations based on our hypothesized model, Fig 4b (vide infra) , we fit the frequency-domain filtered oscillations, recorded at the various magnetic field strengths, in the time domain with a sum of two damped cosines. The
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fitting results are summarized in Table S2 in 
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At zero field we found that vibronic mixing of the DBVwith the two PCBs yields states with a strong intensity at 1580 cm -1 and a less intense band at 1645 cm -1 (black bars in fig. 4b ).
When we simulated the effect of the 25 T field tuning the excitonic DBVstate away from resonance (changing JB by ~ 44 cm -1 ), we found a significant change in the lower vibronic eigenstate. Both the vibronic bands undergo a small red shift (by ~10 cm -1 ) (red bars in fig. 4b shows an expanded view of the power spectra described in fig.4 for the 0 T and the 25 T, together with the results at 20 T.
We have found that a very strong magnetic field can perturb the excitonic electronicvibrational resonances of electronically coupled chromophores in diamagnetic systems. For the first time we have combined an intense static high magnetic field with ultrafast broadband spectroscopy to inspect vibronic coherences in a photosynthetic complex. We find that the vibronic tuning markedly affects the amplitude of the 1580 cm -1 band, although we note that the detuning at high field strengths of this vibronic resonance does not affect the energy transfer rate, as shown in fig. S8 . It is possible, though, that the vibronic resonance plays a role in guiding excitation energy by biasing the transfer of energy to two of the four PCB acceptor molecules.
We rationalize, then, that while the overall interchromophoric coupling is not sensitive to these vibronic resonances, the appearance of this type of sensitivity to the electronic-vibrational resonance condition may serve as an indicator of vibrationally-assisted energy transfer, as discussed in ref. 35 . Nevertheless, this unique magnetic field effect helps reveal the complex network of couplings responsible for not only driving energy transfer among pigments within the protein but also tuning the observed frequencies and intensities of coherences in the experiment.
These are built firstly from the excitonic coupling of the DBV donor pair, which subsequently affects the downstream vibronic coupling with the PCB acceptors.
Our work reveals the sensitivity of vibronic coupling to electronic-vibrational resonance as the field shifts the electronic donor state relative to the acceptor vibrational states. This result indicates that controlled chromophore-chromophore interactions for light harvesting may involve a surprisingly precise balance of energy gaps. This approach may contribute to framing the mechanisms of vibronically assisted photo-induced dynamics and use them to illuminate design principles for directed light-harvesting.
